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Filter alphabetically: A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z Digital Keyboards Keyboard Stands Keyboards For Kids Piano Mats By Jon Stefansson For a fun way to make music on the Internet, try visiting websites that turn your computer keyboard into a piano. Using midi piano sounds and Flash animation, these websites enable you to play
a virtual piano using your keyboard. It should take no longer than a minute to get tinkling the virtual ivories. Go to the Virtual Piano website (see Resources) and wait for the piano to load. Keys on your computer keyboard correspond to notes on the virtual piano. The "1" number key is the deepest note, and "M" is the highest. Notes move higher from the "1"
to "M" left to right, top to bottom on your computer keyboard. Virtual piano displays the note being played and allows you to toggle a virtual sustain pedal on or off. Go to the Virtual Keyboard website (see Resources). The keys on the middle row of your computer keyboard (A to L) correspond to the piano keys displayed on screen. Play simple tunes by
pressing the keys on your keyboard and hearing the piano sound back through your computer speakers. Sharp (black) notes can be played by pressing keys on the top row of your computer keyboard (W, E, T, Y, U, O and P). Visit the Online Piano Game site (see Resources) and scroll down to the image of the piano. Press the computer keys as they're
labeled on the piano keys to play the note; for example, "R" plays the farthest-left C-note key. Certain number keys play the black piano keys. This piano is much less advanced than the other options, displaying only a limited set of keys. YAMAHA PSR-EW410 KeyboardAmazonWith 758 different pre-programmed instrument voices and 76 "touch-sensitive"
keys (per reviewers), the PSR-EW410 from Yamaha is the overall best keyboard piano on this list. At $430, it's a bit pricy — but the included features make the cost totally worth it. This one's MIDI- and USB-compatible, and it boasts a backlit screen and a headphone jack. Plus, you won't need a band to jam out with you while you play: There are 235
accompaniment styles that provide real-time backing tracks which actively respond to the chords you're playing, as well as knobs that you can assign specific sounds to. And if you've ever thought about trying your hand at making electronic music, there's also a "Groove Creator" function that lets you add intros, section changes, sound effects, and more —
just like a real DJ. It doesn't include a stand, chair, sustain pedal, or AC power adapter — but if you're choosing to splurge on this professional pick, you probably already have those things. The same keyboard is also available with 61 keys, if you'd rather choose that one. What musicians think about it: "You can tell this is a well made keyboard, the sound
quality is great and it can get really loud. The voices are realistic and it is touch sensitive, I would definitely recommend this keyboard and its definitely worth the price." Every editorial product is independently selected, though we may be compensated or receive an affiliate commission if you buy something through our links.via amazon.comYou don’t need to
be a pianist to appreciate the beauty of a piano hinge. This hard-working hardware can do for woodworking projects what it does so elegantly for pianos. Here’s what you need to know.What Is a Piano Hinge?A piano hinge is a continuous hinge (sometimes referred to as continuous hinges) with a central pin and same-sized leaves that run the length of a
door or box lid. The piano hinge got its name because it’s used on pianos, but it has many more applications. It’s also used for fold-down workbenches and desks, cabinet doors and storage boxes.Is a Piano Hinge Heavy-Duty?A piano hinge’s design provides more stability than traditional hinges, which makes it ideal for heavier doors and lids that need extra
support. Here’s more on heavy-duty hinges.What Are Piano Hinges Made From?Many piano hinges are made of stainless steel, but you can also find aluminum or brass versions. They’re sold in several different finishes.How Big Are Piano Hinges?Width (measured from the edge of one leaf to the edge of the other) ranges from about 1 to 2 in. Width and
thickness of the hinges increase with the length. Piano hinges are sold in standard lengths, typically from 12 to 72 in. and you can cut them to whatever length your project requires.How Much Do Piano Hinges Cost?At The Home Depot, prices for piano hinges start at around $6 for a 1-ft.-long stainless steel piano hinge with a brass finish. A 72-in.-long hinge
in the same style costs around $17.How to Install a Piano HingeCut the piano hinge to length with a hacksaw and file down any rough edges. Mark the location of the screw holes using a hinge center punch. Drill pilot holes and attach the hinge.Some piano hinges have slots (Rockler calls them slotted hinges) to help make installation more accurate. Position
them and put temporary screws in the slotted holes. Then, move the hinge right or left to get it exactly where you want it. Once it’s positioned, use a center punch to mark the screw holes.Curious about concealed hinges? Here’s what you need to know.Check out these woodworking hand tool hacks from a guy who knows his way around a workshop. fix you
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